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ABSTRACT 

Relations ambng temporal intervals can be used to assist 
the automatic generation of multimedia presentations. In 
this paper, we analyze the domains of interval temporal re- 
lations. A set of algorithms is proposed to derive reasonable 
relations between intervals. Possible conflicts in the user 
specification are firstly detected and eliminated. Our mech- 
anism then constsucts partial order relations among tem- 
poral intervals before the presentation time chart is built. 
The algorithm is extended for objects in an arbitrary n- 
dimensional space. Thus, presentation layouts in 2 - 0  space, 
or Virtual Reality object representations in 3-0 space can 
be constructed. We use our algorithms to design a reasoning 
system that generates the schedule and layout ofmultimedia 
presentations. 

Key words: Temporal Interval Relations, Multimedia 
Presentations, Spatial/Temporal Model, Partial Order 

Relations, Graph Applications 

1 INTRODUCTION 

Multimedia applications usu 
multimedia resources to be 
concurrently. Temporal interval relations among re- 
sources are provided by the users. These resources need 
to be analyzed to ensure that there is no conflict among 
resources. Moreover, some of these resources, such as 
video clips or animations, occupy+ screen space. The 
spatial relations among resources need to  be computed 
and represented in the multimedia program. 

The contributions of our paper are to give a com- 
plete discussion of different possible domains of inter- 
val relations based on graph representations. A set of 
algorithms are developed to derive multimedia presen- 
tation schedules and layouts from user specifications. 
Possible conflicts of user specifications are eliminated. 
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Most importantly, we extend the algorithms to compute 
relations among objects in an arbitrary n-dimensional 
space. Finally, we implement a system under Windows 
95/3.1 to allow presentation designers to  construct pre- 
sentations from temporal/spatial specifications. 

In our system, one dimensional relations are used for 
scheduling and two dimensional relations are for layout 
generation. We provide a set of relation ICONs and a 
graphical user inteSface for the user to  click, drag and 
drop multimedia resource relations. Thus, the neces- 
sary information of generating schedule and layout is 
declared. When a user is about to  change the relation 
between two resources, the user does not need to  worry 
about relations of other objects. This is the most im- 
portant advantage of using our system. However, con- 
sidering the amount 
us to design and fo 
ICONs and 169 2- 
thesizing relations is a need. As a result, we propose 
two generic temporal relations and eight generic spa- 
tial relations, with additional spacing/timing parame- 
ters. All relations are specified in ICONs by a presen- 
tation designer. We hope that ,  with our analysis and 
algorithms, the knowledge underlying temporal interval 
relations can be used in many computer applications, 
especially those in multimedia computing. 

This paper is organized as the following. Section 2 
discusses the relation domains and their properties. In 
section 3, algorithms are presented. The extension of 
these algorithms are given in section 4. And finally, our 
conclusions are given in section 5. 

2 TEMPORA 

According to  the interval temporal relations introduced 
in [l], there exists thirteen binary relations between two 
temporal intervals. These relations were used in many 
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spatial/temporal computation researches [3, 71 of mul- 
timedia applications, including the one we proposed [8]. 
Allen’s work discussed in [l] includes a table showing 
the composition of interval temporal relations. Based 
on the table, we propose algorithms in this paper, us- 
ing the directed graph, for interval relation composi- 
tions. These algorithms can be used to  compute the 
binary relation between an arbitrary pair of intervals. 
In sections 4, we extend our algorithms for objects in 
an arbitrary n-dimensional space. 

The composition of interval temporal relations may 
result in an unknown derivation. For instance, if “X 
before Y” and “Y after Z”,  there is no information that 
can be derived between X and Z. On the other hand, 
the composition may result in a multiple derivation. For 
example, if “X before Y” and “Y during Z”, the com- 
posed relation for X and Z could be “before”, “over- 
laps”, “meets”, “during”, or “starts”. These derived 
relations are called reasonable relations in our discus- 
sion. A reasonable set is a set of reasonable relations 
according to our definition. A reasonable set can not 
be empty, since there must exist at least one relation 
between any two intervals, assuming that they aqe in 
the same one dimensional space (i.e., the time line). 
However, a reasonable set may contain all 13 relations, 
which also denote that there is no information can be 
derived. 

In the multimedia presentation scheduling system we 
proposed [SI, the temporal relations of multimedia ob- 
jects are provided by the user. In some cases, relation 
compositions may result in a conflict derivation due to  
the user specification. However, we did not consider 
this case in [SI. For example, if specifications “X be- 
fore Y” , “Y before Z” , and “X after Z” are declared by 
the user, there exists a conflict between X and Z. We 
can not tell whether it is “X after Z” or “X before Z”. 
The new algorithms we propose in this paper overcome 
our previous strategy. The new presentation schedul- 
ing system is able to issue an error message showing 
the conflict and suggest the user to choose a correct 
relation. 

We analyze the domain of interval temporal relations 
and use an directed graph to compute the relations of 
multimedia objects. In the computation, we consider 
all possibilities: the unknown derivations, the multi- 
ple derivations, and the conflict derivations. An user 
edge denotes a relation between a pair of objects de- 
fined by the user. The relation may be reasonable or 
non-reasonable. A derived edge holds a non-empty set 
of reasonable relations derived by our algorithm. The 
relation of the two objects connected by the derived 
edge can be any reasonable relation in the set. For each 
pair of objects in the time line, there exists a set of pos- 
sible binary relations held between the pair of objects. 
For an arbitrary number of objects (denoted by nodes), 
some of the relations (denoted by edges) are specified 
by the user while others are derived. If there exists a 
cycle in the directed relation graph, a conflict derivation 

may occur. However, if there exists no cycle, there is no 
conflict. There may exist an unknown derivation which 
represents that  there is no enough information to de- 
rive a relation between a pair of objects. Based on the 
above considerations, we suggest that  the computation 
domain reveals four types, as discussed below. 

The complete relation domain is a complete graph 
which contains possible conflicts. We want to find a,rea- 
sonable relation domain containing no conflict deriva- 
tion. Note that ,  in these two domains (i.e., the complete 
and the reasonable), both user edges and derived edges 
exist. If there is a conflict among a set of user edges, 
one of the user edge must be removed from the cycle, 
or the relation of that  user edge must be re-assigned. If 
there is no conflict, the two domains are equal. 

The reduced relation domain contains relations spec- 
ified by the user only. It is possible that the user issues a 
conflict situation. To avoid the occurrence of conflicts, 
we place a restriction on the user’s interaction. Instead 
of allowing the user to  add an arbitrary relation to the 
relation graph, we only allow the user to  add objects to 
a restricted relation domain, which is a tree and a sub- 
domain of the reduced relation domain. That  is, when 
the user is about to add a new edge, the user either adds 
a new node connected t o  an existing node via an user 
edge, or joins two sub-trees via the user edge. No cycle 
is created in the restricted relation domain. Thus, the 
conflict,situation does not exist. When deleting an user 
edge, the user has to  maintain the connectivity of the 
tree. If all nodes are connected, the user specification 
is complete. Otherwise, the presentation system should 
alert the user to complete the specification. The above 
domains can be summarized as the following: 

The complete relation domain (a complete graph): 
contains user edges and derived edges, with possible 
cycles and possible conflicts. 

The reasonable relation domain (a graph): con- 
tains user edges and derived edges, with possible cycles 
but no conflict. 

The reduced relation domain (a graph): contains 
only user edges, with possible cycles and possible con- 
flicts. 

The restricted relation domain (a tree): contains 
only user edges, without cycle. 

The four domains are used in the analysis and com- 
putation of object relations. In the next section, we 
propose algorithms computing the reasonable relation 
domain. 
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3 COMPUTING THE 
REASONABLE 

RELATIONS 

The purpose of the first algorithm is to  add derived 
edges to the reduced relation domain If there is a 
conflict cycle in the original reduced relation domain, 
the algorithm eliminates that conflict first by alert- 
ing the user to select a reasonable relation. Thus, 
the resulting reasonable relation domain is a complete 
graph, which is equal to the complete relation domain. 
This conflict elimination is achieved by invoking the 
ElzmznateConflzcts algorithm. Suppose G is a graph 
of the reduced relation domain, and GV and GE are 
the vertex set and edge set of GI  respectively. Initially 
the reasonable relation domain is set to  the reduced re- 
lation domain. The algorithm computes derived edges 
based on user edges. The reason of using the user edges 
is that these edges contain the minimal and sufficient 
information of what the user wants If the algorithm 
computes derived edges from other derived edges, even- 
tually, the algorithm has to  compute the set intersection 
of all possible derivations for the reasonable set of the 
new derived edge. 

The algorithm starts from taking each path of user 
edges of length 2 ,  and computes a derived edge from 
that path. The insertion of edge e = ( a ,  b )  results a 
cycle, but no conflict. The  reasonable set of edge e 
(i.e., e.7-s) is computed from two edges, ( a ,  nk-1) and 
(nk-1 , b ) ,  which are user edges or derived edges. Since 
we increase the path length, p l ,  of the path of user edges 
one by one the derived edge ( a ,  nk-1) (or user edge, if 
p l  = 2) must have been computed in a previous itera- 
tion The algorithm repeats until all edges are added 
to  the complete graph fin , which contains n * ( n  - 1)/2 
edges 

In CompziteRDl, we use the conflict elimination al- 
gorithm. A conflict occurs only if there is a cycle. 
For each cycle in the reduced relation domain, the 
ElzmznateConfEzcls algorithm finds a derived edge be- 
tween any two consecutive edges, namely, (n , ,  n,+1) 
and (n,+l, n,+2). The algorithm then checks if the-last 
user edge making the cycle represents a relation (i.e., 
( n k ,  n k - l ) . ~ )  belongs to  the reasonable set computed 
for the user edge (i.e., T S ) .  If not so, the algorithm asks 
the user to choose an arbitrary relation T' belongs to  
the reasonable set and use the relation to  replace the 
original one. 

In function RelComp, the reasonable set computed 
must be the union of all possible combinations of the 
pair of relations obtained from the two input reason- 
able sets, namely, rs1 and rs2 The function uses a 
table lookup function to  obtain a set of reasonable re- 
lations. The TableLookUp function (definition omitted) 
uses the relation composition table discussed in [l], if 
the algorithm is to  compute relations of objects in a 

1-D space. We have another table for objects in a 2-D 
space discussed in section 4.  However, i t  is the same 
algorithm to compute the reasonable relation domain. 
Only the amount and type of relations are changed (i.e., 
changes from 1-D relations to 2-D relations). 

Algortthm : ComputeRDl 
Input : G = ( G V ,  GE)  

Precondrtrons : true 
Postconditions : GV = h'n V A GE C K, E 
Steps : 

Output : I<, = ( K n  V I  Kn E )  

1 : G = ElimznateCycles(G) 
2 : Kn = G A p l  = 2 
3 : repeat until I KnE I = I Kn V I * 

(I Kn V I -1) / 2 

a E Z<n V A b E Kn V such that 
3.1 : for each e = ( a ,  b )  A e f ZCnE A 

, 

there is a path of user edges from 
a to b ,  with path length p l  

(nk- l ,  nk) )  is such a path 
with a = nl A b = nk A k = p l +  1 

3.2 : assuming that (( nl , nz),  (n2, n3), ..., 

3.3 : set e.rs = RelComp((a, nk-l).rs, 
(nk-1, b1J-s) 

3.4: KnE\= K n E  U { e } 
3.5 : p l  = p l +  1 

Algorrthm : EltmznateConjlicts 
Input: G = ( G V ,  G E )  
Output : G' = (GI V ,  G 'E)  
Preconditions : G contains only user edges A G' = G 
Postcondttions : G' = G, but the reasonable sets of 

Steps : 
edges in G' may be changed 

1 : for each cycle P = ( ( n l ,  n2), (n2, n3), ..., 
(nkW1,  nk) )  in G', with nl = nk A k > 3 
1.1:foreach i , l L i < k - 2 , s e t  

( n l ,  n,+2).rs = RelComp((n,, n,+l).rs, 

( " k - 2 ,  nk-1). rs) 

(nzi-1, n,+z).rs) 
1.2 : rs = RelComp((nk, nk-2).rs, 

1.3 : i f  ( n k ,  nkdl).r  f rs then 
1.3.1 : ask the user to choose r' E rs 
1.3.2 : set (nk ,  nk-l).r = r' 

Algorithm : RelComp 
Input : rs1, rs2 

Output : rs 
Preconditions : true 
Postconditions : true 
Steps : 

1 : rs = UvrlErs,,vraErsa.('i,r2)Ersl xrs2 
TableLookUp( 1-1, r2) 
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In  the actual implementation of a multimedia pre- 
sentation system, depending on the user’s specification, 
directions of user edges are easily decided and repre- 
sented in the implementation. The  composition of ob- 
ject relations has a direction. To compose r1 and 7-2, 

if the direction of one of the edge is in an opposite di- 
rection, we must firstly find the inverse relation before 
the composition proceeds. Inverse relations between ob- 
jects can be easily computed by the following formulae: 

(r1 o r2)-l = { r-’ I r E r;’ o r;’ } 
(rl o r2 o r3)-l = { r-’ 1 r E r;’ o r;’ o r;’ } 
(rl o r2 o ... o rn)-l = { r-l I r E r,’ o ._. o rT1 o r;’ } 

4 N-DIMENSIONAL 
RELATIONS 

Allen’s work [l] discusses relations for 1-D .objects 
(e.i., time intervals). In this section, we introducc a 
mechanism to  extend the relations of objects t o  an n- 
dimensional space. Relations of 2-D objects can be used 
in screen layout designs. Relations of 3-D objects can 
be used in 3-D graphics, such as Virtual Reality ap- 
plications. A cube in 3-D space can be projected onto 
a 2-D plane. Similarly, a square is projected to  a line 
segment. If we look at  two objects in the n-dimensional 
space, we can project the positional relation between 
these two objects from n directions to  n 1-D space. 
Thus, an n-dimensional relation can be formularized by 
a conjunction of n 1-D interval relations. 

Let R1 denote a 1-D temporal interval relation dis- 
cussed in section 2. The relation composition table 
discussed in [l] is a function maps from the Cartesian 
product of two R l s  to a set of R l s  (denoted by P Rl) .  
Assuming that 1’ is the mapping function interpreting 
Allen’s table, we can compute t 2 ,  the relation compo- 
sition table of 2-D objects, and t 3 ,  the one for 3-D ob- 
jccts, from i’. There are 13 relations for 1-D objects. 
A conjunction of two 1-D relations, which denotes a 2- 
D relation, has 132 variations. Similarly, there are 133 
3-D relations. Fortunately, 4-D relations are not quite 
applicable and the memory space required for 2-D and 
3-D relation tables is rnariageable by nowaday comput- 
ers. 

Following the notations used in [l], “<” denotes the 
“before” relation, “>” is the “after” relation, and so 
on. The  set of 1-D relations, P R1, is due to  [l]. Note 
that, “e” denotes the “equal” relation. Since a 2-D 
relation is a conjunction of two 1-D relations, we use the 
notation, r-1 x rz, to  denote a 2-D relation, where r1 and 
r 2  are two 1-D relations. Thus, t 2  is a mapping from 
the Cartesian product of two R1 x R l s  to  P R1 x R1. 
In P R1 x R1, there are 169 2-D relations. Similarly, 
t 3  is represented. The following are signatures of these 
relation tables: 

t ‘  = RI x R1 + P R1 
P R1 = { <, >, d ,  di, 0, oi,m, r n i , s , s i , f , f i , e  } 
t’ = RI x R1 x R1 x R1 + P R1 x R1 
P R l x R l = { <  x <,< x >,< x d , <  x d t  ,... } 
t” = R l  x R1 x R1 x R1 x R1 x R1 + P R1 x R1 x R1 
P R l x R l x R l = { <  x < x <,< x < x >, 

< x < x d , <  x < x da, ... } 

Tables t2  and i3 are computed according to the fol- 
lowing formulae. Note that ,  each element in table i 2  
contains a set of 2-D relations, which are computed from 
the production of two elements of table t l :  

V Z ~ X J ~ , Z ~ X J ~ E P R ~ X R ~  
t 2 ( 2 1  x 31,22 x 32) = n tl(:l, 2 2 )  x t ’ ( 3 1 , h )  

r p 1 ( 2 1 , : 2 )  x t1(31,.72) x t ’ ( k 1 , k z )  

V21 X J ~  x kl,:2 X D  x k2 E P R1 x RI x RI 
t 3 ( 2 1  x 31 x kl, 22 x 32 x IQ)  = 

w h e r e n A x  B = { a x b 1 V a  E A , b  E B } 
n A x B x C =  

{ a x b x c 1 V a  € A , b  E B , c  E C } 

Table generated by the above formulae are stored in 
memory to  reduce run-time computation load. These 
tables are used in the algorithm discussed in section 3 
(i.e., the TableLoobUp algorithm), depending on which 
dimension of objects the algorithm is computing. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this paper, we analyze temporal interval relations 
and propose four domains for relation composition. We 
provide a set of algorithms for the automatic generation 
of multimedia presentation from temporal and spatial 
relations among multimedia resources. Possible con- 
flicts of relations are eliminated. We then extend the 
algorithms to  compute relations of objects in an arbi- 
trary n-dimensional space. The algorithms are used in 
a system that  uses an ICOK programming technique 
for multimedia presentation designs. 

The algorithms proposed in this paper can be used 
in other computer applications, for instance, a project 
management system. A project contains a number of 
tasks. Two tasks may be performed either concurrently 
or sequentially. They may start or end a t  the same 
time. Or, the first task may be performed after eighty 
percents of the second is complete. In such a manage- 
ment system utilizes our algorithms, if the user specifies 
the temporal relations of tasks, the project schedule can 
be generated automatically. 

The main contributions of this paper are in its the- 
oretical analysis of interval relation compositions and 
a systematic approach toward automation. We hope 
that ,  with our analysis and algorithms, the knowledge 
underlying temporal interval relations can be used in 
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many computer applications, especially in rriultirriedia 
computing. 
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